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Restaurant of the week: The Grill at 424

The joy of anticipating a good grilling
Joseph Connolly discovers a dependable, good value local gem just as long as you ignore the traffic roaring along Finchley Road

F

rom the moment I first
sit down in a
restaurant, I am
anticipating nothing
but pleasure. And
although such anticipation is
rather too often dashed to the
floor in a thousand jagged
shards, still I never enter the
restaurant thinking Oh my God
here we go again – another
bloody menu, another bloody
meal. I remember the late Alan
Whicker once saying to me that
each and every time he walks
into an airport or a railway
station, he experienced the same
fantastic tingle of excitement. It
is the same story when I lunch
with the wonderful Guardian
drama critic Michael Billington:
after all these decades of
reviewing plays, the second the
lights go down he is gripped by
the thrill of expectation. So it is
with me, really – it is fair to say
that after a comparatively paltry
six years in the job, I am still an
enthusiastic eater-outer. But by
the time I take my seat, all sorts
of fears and observations, good
and bad, will have flickered
through my mind. You simply
can’t help it: being on duty. And
it’s rather a pain whenever I am
someone’s guest, because the
critical faculty is incapable of
being closed down: the bliss
here, of course, is not being
compelled to take notes.
But I do ﬁnd myself in a lot
of restaurants, just idly looking
around me – and my latest clutch
of mental meanderings have
been about the business of how
my fellow London diners choose
to dress. Save for a very few
places (and special occasions)
gone are the days when people
would take care about their
clothes: same with theatre and
opera – anything goes. With the
young, as well as many of those
old enough to know better, a
phenomenon has arisen: women
will look either as if they have
just come from jogging
and then digging a
ditch, or else as if

No-one cares
about clothes any more
diners look as if they
have just been jogging
and then dug a ditch
they are for hire by the hour.
Whereas their male companions
will invariably look as if they
have just come from jogging
and then digging a ditch: grey
t-shirts, whitish open-neck shirt
… ah, the glamour …!
No such observations were
possible when my wife and I
wandered down from Hampstead
to Finchley Road – to The Grill
at 424, speciﬁcally – because
on a sunny Monday lunchtime,
we were the only people in the
room. None of Finchley Road is
noted for its strange,
unnatural beauty,
and this
rather
curious
little

stretch of it around Child’s Hill
is absolutely no exception. It’s
one of the narrower parts, where
trafﬁc is constantly raging – and
so on a freezing day, the setting
up of red-clothed tables on the
pavement was doubly and rather
sweetly optimistic. The whole
of the glass frontage is capable
of being opened wide like patio
doors, so that in summer you
can experience unﬁltered the
constantly raging trafﬁc.
A cream and black tiled ﬂoor,
proper cloths and napkins, and
a jaunty triptych of sketchy
canvases depicting the gay
boulevardiers of Finchley Road
café society, sharing a joke. The
welcome from the couple who
run the place is friendly, but not
effusively so. The fellow sports a
pair of possibly diamond studs,
one in either lobe: no prizes for
guessing who wears the earrings
in their house. It is rather
impressive that a restaurant
in this locale should open for
lunch at all, but not only is
the entire extensive
menu on offer,
but – although
there is no
set lunch
– on

weekdays there is 20percent
off the food bill: very good.
I have heard encouraging
reports from locals about
this place, and it’s easy to
see why: a dependable, above
average local, cooking well
the food you want to eat
with the occasional nod
in the direction of a posh
treat, and at very decent
prices. Eight starters, seven
mains, seven more from
the eponymous grill – and,
incidentally, a Sunday roast
for £14.50, which sounds
something of a steal.
My wife ordered baked
goat’s cheese with rocket,
pear and pine nuts (as
endearingly 1990s as the
décor) and I was having
crayﬁsh tails in a Marie
Rose sauce with lettuce: a
prawn cocktail, then – but
very nicely presented in
the form of a circular
cake: generous, sauce not
too aggressive, and only
a little over-cold. My wife
loved her starter: “so good and
melty”, she said. Then two from
the grill: Dutch calves’ liver with
fried onions and crispy sage,
and a ﬁllet steak with thick-cut
chips and Bearnaise sauce, with
a side of green beans. There was
rather too long a wait for the
mains (this happens surprisingly
often in an empty restaurant,
though rarely if it is full) – but
both were extremely good
examples of what they set out
to be. The liver was nicely
pink – “so good and melty”,
said my wife (look, it was
a Monday – she takes time
to get going) but that the
sage could have more to
the forefront. My thick
ﬁllet was juicily excellent:
good and blotchy sauce, ﬁne
chips. The proprietor told me
that they used to source all the
meat from Allens – that most
prestigious butcher opposite the
Connaught and supplier
to the Queen – but
found it
“up and

down”. Now the beef is from the
excellent Donald Russell, and
everything else from Barratt in
England’s Lane.
Pudding: passion fruit fool
with lady’s ﬁngers for my wife,
and warm chocolate brownies
with vanilla ice cream and
chocolate sauce for guess who.
She said that the contrast
between the tangy seeds and
the fool was just so – although
to my eyes the lady’s ﬁngers
were more on the scale of Sid
James’s thumbs, but let it lie.
The brownies were a little
granular, the sauce not warm,
the ice cream very gloopy: not
marvellous.
A rather jolly lunch – and
more or less next door we spotted
an emporium called Raging
Bull Meats (doubtless to chime
in with the constantly raging
trafﬁc) which sells Wagyu as well
as biltong, ostrich, springbok,
zebra, kangaroo and crocodile.
If there only had been a ﬁllet
of panda, I might have been
tempted…

FACTFILE
■ The Grill at 424, 424 Finchley Road NW2. Tel 020 7794
6455 Open seven days a week
12 – 3pm, 6 – 10.30pm
■ FOOD ✩✩
■ SERVICE ✩✩
■ THE FEELING
✩✩✩✩
■ COST About £100 for three
courses with wine for two.
20percent off food weekday
lunch. Joseph Connolly’s The
A-Z of Eating Out is published
by Thames & Hudson. All previous restaurant reviews may
be viewed on the website www.
josephconnolly.co.uk

